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About the College
Iswar Saran Post Graduate College, a premier constituent college of
the University of Allahabad, Prayagraj came into existence in 1970
under the aegis of Harijan Sewak Sangh and is presently celebrating
its glorious journey of 50 years. This college was founded by late
Munshi Iswar Saran, a close associate of Mahatma Gandhi. The
bonding and association of Late Munshi Ji with Mahatma Gandhi
was so strong that he visited the campus twice which accorded the
heritage significance to our institution. Later on, as a tribute to its
founder, the society was renamed as Iswar Saran Ashram. UGC has
granted the title of 'College with Potential for Excellence' (CPE)
status to Iswar Saran PG College. The mission of the college is to
disseminate knowledge, skills, values and character to the students.
It will help them to face ever emerging global challenges in life.
Apart from the traditional courses, the college runs various
certificate courses.

About Webinar
The Covid-19 triggered pandemic has overturned the social and
economic pools, the two main poles of our human life. People facing
quarantine, isolation and different other hygiene protocols are forced
to face lockdown as the only option of prevention. While the
lockdown has put all the economic activities of the entire world at
grinding halt, the formidable employment crisis has started coming
up. Out of the different aspects of unemployment arising out of this
lockdown, the reverse migration of labourers is alarming. An
economy facing the problem of unemployment in the pre-Covid
period has been trying hard to create new opportunities of
employment using different strategies oriented towards self
employment, rather making our youth as employment provider and
not the employment seekers.

(1) One of the most coveted and sought for area is Artificial
Intelligence which can be used at Larger scale to create self
employed youths and group of youths. This streategy definitely
needs learning and training. But there is large scale ambitious
training programs of low skill, skill and high skill development
among the youths of the country. Emergence of Gig economy is the
best example of such novel initiatives.In the era of social
distancing,on the one hand , the artificial intelligence is bound to be
promoted further and on the other hand the problem of reverse
migration is creating an unprecedented kind of employment
problem before the country. In India the service seekers are
rapidly moving towards a gig economy for reasons such as (i) Cost-cutting (ii) Skilled workforce (iii) No middleman
(iv) Flexibility of timing, work space and amount of service.
(v) Time saving. etc.
India has a great potential for going towards Gig economy due to
the tendency of expanding supply of freelancer service providers
with lower-skilled labour.In this context the reverse migration of
labour force can be a boon in disguise. Small cities, towns and even
in villages too the promotion and practice of freelance service
providers can be instrumental in creating local level job
opportunities for surplus local workforce (migrated labour).
(2) Another important area may be the Rural Roads, Rural Houses,
Toilets, Rain Water harvesting reservoirs, Solar Energy System
Installation, Warehouse building etc. constructions where large
number of labourers can be absorbed by curtailing the gestation
period of such ongoing and upcoming projects.
(3) Import substituting small production units like Toys,Electrical
small and basic items like bulbs, switches,plugs and sockets, wires
of household uses, home decor small materials etc. can be produced
at local levels by absorbing local workforce. Now it is important
to see that how India can establish a novel, viable and productive
balance between all the above possible alternatives and reverse
migration of labourers. The basic objective of this Webinar is to
have a fruitful discussion and discourse over the different aspects
and instruments of employment creation for migrant labourers
through different means and reach a policy oriented useful
conclusion.

Registration :
Registration for the Webinar is Free of Cost.
Last Date of Registration 27 May 2020.
Link for Registration: https://forms.gle/aUKLjwH3ep5WmxrGA

*Detailed Schedule will be communicated in due time.
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